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In Free Space Optics(FSO) system light propagation is used to transfer data wire-

lessly. Due to longer travel distances the precise and accurate tracking of the laser

beam becomes a crucial problem. The goal of this study is to develop a laser control

system which can precisely track the position of laser beam and reject any minute

external disturbances such that a reliable optical connection between laser trans-

mitter and receiver is established. To control the beam position a very sensitive

actuator is needed which can move the laser beam in the order of µ meter/ degree

.A vision based laser beam spot sensing mechanism was devised to accurately mea-

sure the beam spot position.In this study A Piezo actuated stick slip based linear

actuator is controlled by a close loop feedback P and PI control to achieve the

position accuracy of 3.5 and 0.2 µ meter respectively.
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الرسالة ملخص

زيدي مسعود احسن سيد سم: ا

المباشر البصري تصال ل الليزر شعاع توجيه في التحكم الدراسة: عنوان

الكهربائية الهندسة قسم التخصص:

1440 ، رجب العلمية: الدرجة تاريخ

حرجة. مشكلة الليزر لحزمة الدقيق التتبع يصبح تصال، ا مسافات لطول نظًرا سلكًيا. البيانات لنقل إنتشارالضوء استخدام يتم FSO، نظام في

تأسيس أجل من دقيقة خارجية اضطرابات أي علي والتغلب بدقة الليزر شعاع موقع تتبع يمكنه بالليزر تحكم نظام تطوير هو الدراسة هذه من الهدف

الليزر شعاع تحريك يمكنه للغاية حساس مشغل إلى حاجة هناك ، الشعاع موضع في للتحكم الليزر. واستقبال إرسال جهاز بين موثوق بصري اتصال

هذه في بدقة. الضوئية الحزمة موضع لقياس الرؤية إلى تستند الليزر شعاع بقعة ستشعار آلية تصميم تم درجة. لكل للمتر المليون من جزء بدقة

لتحقيق (PI) تكاملي طردي و (P) طردي نوع من بخوارزيم مغلق نظام تحكم بواسطة ق نز ا على القائم الخطي المشغل في التحكم يتم الدراسة

التوالي على المتر من المليون من جزء 0.2 و 3.5 تبلغ موضع دقة
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CHAPTER 1

LITERATURE SURVEY

1.1 Introduction

Improving communication is one of the key problems the scientific research

is focused on. Starting from the first telephone device made by Alexander

Graham Bel in 1876 and the radio communication made by Guglielmo Marconi

in 1895 in Italy, communication is improved by a large amount. Current

most widely accepted modes of communication is by using fiber optics, or

through Wide Local Area Network (WLAN). Although these methods provide

a fast and reliable communication there is always room for improvements.

Fiber optics provides good data transfer rates but the setup costs for fiber

optics are high. WLAN is also a convenient option but since we are not sending

the data to a single user WLAN have a risk of signal interception and power losses.

Fiber optics provides good data transfer rates but the setup costs for fiber
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optics are high. Wide Local Area Network (WLAN) is also a convenient option

but since we are not sending the data to a single user WLAN have a risk of signal

interception and power losses. Free space optical system(FSO) is a relatively

new communication system which uses a collimated beam of the visible spectrum

(e.g laser) to send and receive data [8–11]. According to [12] a data transmission

rate of 10Gbps can be achieved from the FSO system. Free space optical system

(FSO) find its applications in many areas including cellular phones, televisions,

radios, wireless remote, many communication protocols (Wifi, Zigbee, etc),

smart cars, many biomedical devices and satellites, etc [13]. Free space optical

system is useful for fast and secure data transmission. A data transfer rate of

0.5 Gbps was achieved for a free space optics (FSO) system by S.Muta et al [1].

While the maximum data transfer rate which we can achieve is 2.5 Gigabytes

per second [14]. However, the problem in FSO systems is that it requires a

very precise control of the laser beam so that the data is not lost with external

conditions altering the path of laser.

In our experiment we want to develop a free space optical system (FSO) using

a visible light collimated laser beam. The scope of this study is focused mostly

on the control of the laser beam spot such that a it is able to reject external

disturbances. A camera-based color detection algorithm is developed to sense the

laser beam position.we will use either a mirror actuator to divert the beam towards

the laser receiver or we will use motorized stages to move the laser itself such that
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Figure 1.1: General Free Space Optics experimental setup

the laser beam is pointed accurately towards the receiver. We will apply a control

algorithms like proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control or Iterative learning

control (ILC) to precisely control the position of the beam.

Figure 1.1 shows an example of such a system. A Free space optics (FSO)

system works just like a fiber optics transmission system. The difference is

that instead of using optical fiber, free space is used as a carrier medium and a

collimated laser beam is passed through the air. In FSO systems we can transmit

the signal to the range of several kilometers. However, the large transmitting dis-

tances require perfect atmospheric conditions like clean air, uniform atmospheric

pressure, temperature e.t.c. [12] When a Laser beam is transmitted in free space,

very small perturbation at the transmission end could cause a very large offset of

the beam at the receiver end. Thus a need for a precise and fast control system

arises which can reject the disturbances efficiently and maintain a reliable and

automated connection between laser beam transmitter and receiver.
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The beam could be stabilized by various methods and a continuous feed of

data could be obtained at the receiver end. FSO gives us promising results

however many external factors like absorption, turbulence, scattering, and

extreme weather conditions made it difficult to achieve the desired results from

FSO [15] [14] [16]. A Free space optical system for a laser beam of 1310/ 1550

nm wavelength was designed and laser beam tracking was discussed in [17]. Four

degrees of freedom motorized actuator was used for beam steering. They also

used a photosensitive detector (PSD) and collimators to complete their FSO

experiment. They received the power of -16dbm and found out that in their

design the bit rate error is always less than10−11.

Several types of FSO experiments were discussed in literature. [1,3,5,11,18].A

Free space optics communication could mainly be divided into following sections.

• Communication

• Actuation

• Position Measurement

• Control

Since our main focus is on the control of the laser beam, we will discuss about the

actuation mechanisms, laser beam spot position measurement and the control

schemes, laser beam position measuring and the control algorithms.
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1.1.1 Actuation Mechanisms

Several actuator types were used for laser beam steering and control. we can

divide some of the available actuators that can be effectively used to steer the

laser beam into following categories

Motorized mechanism: A servo motor or a simple dc motor could be used to

rotate a mirror. The rotation of mirror could be used to

steer the laser beam.

Tip tilt actuator: This is the most common type of actuators that are used for

steering the laser beam. A Piezoelectric or mems based material is used to

rotate a mirror which is used to steer the laser beam.

Stick Slip Actuators: These type of actuators are an extension of piezo

actuators. They provides better dynamic range as compared to a simple

piezoactuator.They can be used in linear and tip tilt scheme.

In the following sections we will now discuss some brief applications on these

types of actuators used in literature.

Motorized mechanisms

Motorized mirror mount provides the simplest solution among all. Motors have

simple constructions, cheap cost, and easy availability. In motorized mechanisms
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movement range is not a big problem. The actuator can rotate from 0-360 de-

grees easily. Due to the absence of piezoelectric materials motorized mechanism

generally, don’t have the problem of nonlinearities like creep and hysteresis [19].

However, the accuracy provided by the motorized mechanism is not as good as

compared to the other devices. In [1, 3], the authors have developed an opto-

mechatronics system to control the beam and to reject external disturbances.

Two mirrors mounted on servo motors were used at the transmission end to di-

rect the beam towards the receiving photodiode. They used 4 diodes surrounding

the main receiving photodiode to detect the position of the laser as shown in Fig

1.2. S.Muta [1] used a proportional control of servo motors to direct the beam

towards the receiver.

In [20] the authors have used two sets of servo motors, to steer the laser beam

towards the desired location. Authors have discussed the servo motors design and

implementation for a laser tracking measurement system. They were able to suc-

cessfully track the laser beam with accuracy in terms of 500µm of dynamic error.

In [21] the authors have used a quanser’s experimental setup for laser beam stabi-

lization. The experiment uses a voice coil and a dc motor to steer the laser beam.

By using a sliding mode control the authors have stabilized the beam, however,

the movement accuracy is again in the order of millimeters.

A lightweight, portable free-space optical system was discussed in [22], This sys-

tem could be mounted on mobile platforms and it is able to perform optical

communication with a range of at least 50 m. The authors use two servo motors
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to steer the laser beam in two dimensions.Quanser has developed a laser beam

stabilization experiment [23]. In [21, 24] a fractional order control was developed

and discussed on the same quanser laser beam stabilization experiment. The po-

sitioning error was in the order of millimeters. In [25] an iterative control scheme

was implemented on a motorized beam steering mirror. The resultant was able

to track the laser beam with the accuracy of 1 micrometer.

Figure 1.2: Servo motors used to steer the laser beam [1]

Tip Tilt Actuators

Tip-tilt actuators are among one of the most common type of actuators that

are used for laser beam steering applications. In optics ’tilt’ corresponds to the
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deviation of the laser beam direction. Thus a tip-tilt actuator corrects the laser

beam direction by rapidly changing its angle in two dimensions. Several types

of tip tilt actuary are proposed in literature including Micro Electro Mechanical

Systems(MEMS) type , deformable mirror types and piezoelectric tip tilt mirrors.

In [11] a laser beam control system including piezo driven mirrors and four

quadrant laser beam detector was presented for a micro positioning application.

In [26] a micro opto electro mechanical system (MOEMS) type tip tilt mirror

is proposed. The proposed mirror has an angular range of ±4 degrees. In [5]

the authors presented the modeling and control for a piezoelectric based mirror

mount and by performing a model based hybrid control, they were able to control

the laser beam with an error of 0.008mrad.In [27] tip tilt mirror is used to control

the laser beam position. The positioning accuracy for this kind of setup was

around 0.004m.

In [4] a laser beam jitter control technique was implemented on a fast steering

mirror (FSM). The proposed algorithm was able to reject the disturbances with

the accuracy in order of micro meters. Perez [6] developed an observer based

intensity feedback control for the application on laser beam tracking. They

used a microelectromechanical (MEMS) based fast steering mirror. By using an

observer based control scheme they were able to track the laser beam with an

error of the order of millimeters. In [7] a new two dimensional FSM model is

discussed. The authors have proposed a compensation algorithm to reduce the

inherent nonlinearities present in piezoelectric actuators. The resultant actuator
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has a scanning range of 2 degrees with less nonlinearities.

Piezo actuators are one of the most widely used actuators in the field of micro

and nanopositioning applications. Piezo actuators provide excellent movement

accuracy. However, the movement range of piezo actuators are very limited.

Piezoelectric actuators also have nonlinear behaviors like creep and hysteresis [19].

Creep is a behavior observed in piezoelectric materials which occurs due to the

slower realignment of the crystalline domains in the field applied. Due to creep

the piezoelectric material keeps on moving even when the applied voltage is

dropped.

We can see creep as an inertial effect which keeps moving the actuators even when

there is no input. Another typical nonlinearity associated with piezo actuators

is the hysteresis effect. Due to this behavior, the position of the piezoelectric

material does not depend only on the voltage amplitude applied but rather than

the previous values. In simpler words, the position associated with a specific

voltage in moving forward is not the same when moving backward. Although

piezoelectric materials do have some inherited nonlinear effects the excellent

movement accuracy made them a suitable candidate to be used in Free Space

optics application.

In [28], authors have proposed another dynamic mirror actuator for laser beam

tracking problem. The authors have proposed a low order liner plant model

for a piezo-actuated mirror. In [29]the authors presented a three degree of

freedom (DOF) piezo-actuated mirror model for laser beam steering and control
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application. The proposed model successfully calculates the hysteresis and the

dynamical model of the mechanism. A microelectromechanical system (MEMS)

based mirror was developed in [30]. The mems based mirror was able to track

the reference with the accuracy in millimeters. A control scheme for a Tip tilt

mirror was also discussed for adaptive optics in [31]

Stick Slip Actuators

These types of actuators provides promising results for free space optics systems

control.Stick slip actuators are a member of inertial drives family. These

actuators can provide large travel distances , high positioning accuracy and high

speed [18] [32] [19]. In [33] the authors used input shaping to actuate the stick slip

actuator with lower frequencies. These actuators typically use piezo actuators

which results in motion in a number of steps to travel long distances. Sub step

motion is also available for fine displacement.The detailed working principle of

these actuators are discussed in the chapter 4.

In [34] the authors presented a model considering the linear dynamics , hystericus

model and the friction model of end effector.In [35] a Neural network based model

predictive control was developed for a stick slip micro positioning application.

The described control system was able to perform the track the reference position

with an accuracy of 0.03µm. In [36] authors presented a neural network based

controller for a piezoactuated stick slip actuator.

In [37] [2]the authors have developed a proportional derivative control by using
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the voltage and frequency variable for a stick slip controller. The resultant system

has an accuracy in the order of millimeters.A PID based control for stick slip

actuators was discussed in [38].The tracking error for the system under discussion

was 1.57µm .Cheng et [39] presented an observer based tracking control for a

stick slip actuator. Also GU et al [40] have discussed the design of a piezoelectric

stick slip actuator.

Figure 1.3: Stick Slip Actuator construction used in [2]

In this Thesis we have used SmarAct liner positioners which worked on the

stick Slip actuation mechanism. [41–43]
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1.1.2 Sensor

Sensing the laser beam position is an important task for free space optics system.

Following types of laser beam detection mechanisms are used in literature.

• Photo Diodes

• Vision Based Beam Spot Detection

• Charged Coupled Devices (CCD)

• Photo Sensitive Detectors (PSD)

The most cheapest and easiest way to sense the laser beam is to use a single

photo diode or light dependent resister (LDR) which will give us a boolean 1

when laser beam spot is at the photodiode otherwise it will give us zero. In [3] [1]

authors used an array of 4 photo diode to find the laser beam spot position.This

system of sensing allows them to tell the location and the direction of laser

beam.The photodiode array used for laser beam spot detection can be seen in

figure1.4.

A vision based calibration method for a laser beam tracking system was dis-

cussed in [44]. Charged Coupled Devices (CCDs) are also used to measure and

detect the laser beam position detection. A CCD is an Integrated circuit (IC) on

which an array of small light sensitive elements (called pixels) are placed. These

pixels will tell us the position of the laser beam. In [45] [46]the authors have used

12



Figure 1.4: Receiver photodiodes arrangement [3] [1]

a CCD to detect the laser beam spot position.

The most common method to detect the laser beam spot is to use Position Sens-

Figure 1.5: A Typical Charged Coupled Device (CCD) sensor

ing Detector (PSD)1.6. Position sensing detector also comprises of four-quadrant

photo sensors. These sensors will generate a voltage whenever a light of a specific

13



wavelength is shone on it. Each quadrant will generate a voltage proportional

of the amount of directed beam.The differential voltage will tell us the location

of the laser beam spot.The detailed working of the four quadrants PSD is dis-

cussed in chapter 2. In [6] an optical position sensor is used to measure the laser

beam position.In [5] the authors used PSD for laser beam spot position measure-

ment.Similarly in [4] two Position Sensitive Detectors (PSD) were used to measure

the laser beam spot position measurement. Similarly PSD was used to measure

the laser beam spot position in various other studies [30] [21] [11] [17].

Figure 1.6: A Photo Sensitive Detector

1.2 Controller Design

In literature several control schemes were implemented for the free space optical

communication. In this section we will discuss a brief review for the controller

design that is used for the control of free space optics system.Several control

14



algorithms like feedforward control, PID control , neural network based control,

iterative learning etc were used for various types of actuators and sensors.

Model less controllers are the most used controllers for such application. In [1]

S.Muta et al uses a proportional type control as described in equation 1.1 and

1.2. The experimental setup is shown in figure 1.2Here θx and θy are the mirror

angles for horizontal and vertical motion respectively. kx & ky are their gains and

V1, V2, V3, V4 are the diode voltages.

θx(t) = (V1 − V2)Kx + θk(t− 1) (1.1)

θy(t) = (V1 − V2)Ky + θk(t− 1) (1.2)

Using the proportional type controller and the scheme mentioned above

S.Muta et al [1] was able to successfully follow the receiver travelling at 320 mm/s

with the accuracy of 1 mm.The system was successful in transmitting data with

0.5 Gbps broadband transmission.the amplification circuit diagram of the photo

detector is shown in 1.2

Tsujimura et al [3] uses a similar technique.They divide the tracking problem in

two parts i.e. transient state and steady state. The transient state of the FSO

system means that the data transmission is not established yet and the laser trans-

mitter is scanning for the desired position (receiver position). Once the photodiode

present at the receiver end confirms the luminance form laser source, steady state
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for laser occurs and the data transmission can be resumed. By using the propor-

tional control they were able to successfully track the moving receiver.They proved

that long distance transmission is possible even with perturbation in receiver po-

sition [3]. For long ranges and non laboratory environment receiver position may

experience some perturbations. Thus by using the methodology discussed in [3]

reliable connection is ensured.

Jitter rejection is an important problem in FSO systems.Jitter is the variation in

the signal due to various external factors such as mechanical movement.Yoon et

al [4] proposed a new algorithm for jitter rejection in FSO systems. They have

discussed various techniques such as ”least quadratic gaussian feed back controller

with integrator” , ”anti-notch filter” to reject vibratory disturbances [4]. They

proposed a ”Filtered-X Recursive least square(FXRLS)” algorithm for better per-

formance.

Yoon [4] concluded that the Filtered-X Recursive least square FXRLS adaptive

filter , with bias estimator provides superior results as compared to conventional

LTI controllers and filtered-X Least mean square FXLMS filter. The schematic

diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure 1.7.Zhu [5] proposed a steering

mechanism for laser beam using ”Fast steering mirrors(FSM)” using piezoelectric

stack actuators. In laser beam control we need very fast and precise motion of

actuator to achieve perfect tracking.Zhu [5] developed a mathematical model for

FSM and hysteresis model for hysteresis representation.

The authors used two types of control schemes. The first one is feedforward
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Figure 1.7: Schematic laser jitter control of test bed used by [4]

Figure 1.8: Hybrid Control for FSM [5]

linearization and the other one is the Hybrid control.Although the feed forward

linearization control have hysteresis errors but to some extent this control scheme

can realize the linearization of the fast steering mirror to some extent. Zhu [5]

also tested the model on a hybrid controller combining feed forward and PID

control.The hybrid control scheme for fast steering mirror used by [5] is shown in

1.8. They found that the new model accurately calculate the dynamics response

17



of FSM and laser beam was accurately traced by the hybrid controller.

In [27] the authors discussed a solution for the aligning, tracking and position-

ing(ATP) problem of the laser beam in free space communication.Authors used the

steering of the tip tilt mirror (TTM) to maintain the link of the incoming optical

beam.The setup require fast movement of the laser beam such that communica-

tion link is not broken.To mitigate the waveform aberration in a long distance

link they used the Deformable Mirror(DM) and Shack-Hartmann wave front sen-

sor (SH-WFS).

Figure 1.9: Optical path schematic used in [6]

In [6] the authors presented a method of steering the laser beam using only the

light intensity as feedback parameter.The schematic path and the experimental

setup is shown in Figure 1.9 and 1.10 respectively. A feedback-controlled

optical path was designed using a single photodiode sensor to control the

light intensity.In their experiment microelectromechanical steering mirrors and

18



Figure 1.10: optical path used in [6]

standard optical position sensors are used to actuate and control the optical

path.The authors showed that this optical system can be modeled as a nonlinear

Wiener-Hammerstein polynomial system. They proposed a an observer based

control scheme.They explored the issue of multiple experiment observability of

the non linear optical system and the possibility of the employing the extended

kalman filter(EKF) algorithm as a base for designing an observer for the chosen

control scheme.

In [47],authors presented a method to cater the both angular and linear drift in

a laser beam tracking system.James [28] proposed a model for dynamic mirror

actuator employing explicit piezoelectric stack actuator charging dynamics.

Piezoelectric materials mostly have hysteryses.There is a need to find some

mechanism to model and reject this hysteresis.In [48] author presented a preisach

model for the tracking control of piezo-ceramic and an inverse preisach model

using feedback control. Similarly [49] presents a lumped parameter based real

time representation of piezoelectric stack actuator.
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Wei et al [7] developed a new 2-D Fast steering mirror based on piezoelectric

actuator.Their structure is shown in 1.11. Each FSM is derived by three amplified

Figure 1.11: Exploded view of FSM in [7]

piezoelectric actuators (APA). Due to their asymmetric structure the driving

point of the FSM becomes closer than symmetrical structure of the similar

product which makes their design more space efficient. After testing they fond

out better linearity , high angle , compact structure and fast scanning speed.

Piezoelectric fast steering mirror (PSFM) is widely used in precise control

Figure 1.12: precise model of PSFM [8]
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application however owing to the hysteresis nonlinearity it is difficult to predict

its movement by a conventional linear model.G. Wang [8] tackled this problem

in his work. They treated PSFM as a second order system with hysteresis

disturbances as shown in 1.12

In [20] the servo design of the 3-D laser tracking measurement signal was con-

ducted. In this study the authors found the relation between the quadrature

sensor measurement signal and the required mirror rotation .The authors used

the H∞ optimization for the control.They shown that the required angular move-

ments of the tracking mirror depends upon both the orientation and the distance

of the target point. They showed that the frequency domain specification could

be introduced directly with the linear system model.Most fast steering mirror that

are used in FSO system uses a piezoelectric/piezoceramic material.

[50]The authors used the robust adaptive controller on the system shown in 1.12

and compared this result with PID controller. They selected two kinds of periodic

waveforms as the desired trajectories. With Robust adaptive control they discov-

ered the maximum error to be about 210 urad at the beginning and after 0.15

second the steady state value of the peak occurs at about 50 urad.They also im-

plemented a popular PID controller on the same setup and find out the peak error

to be 170 µrad and 210 µrad for two different reference trajectories. since the au-

thors considered both the hysteresis and disturbances in their model which lead to

a better tracking. A Fractional order PID scheme for the laser beam pointing and
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stabilization was discussed in [24]. In this experiment the authors used Position

sensing detector (PSD) to get the position feedback of the laser beam spot.They

implemented the Fractional order PID (FOPID) scheme and compare this control

scheme with the conventional PID and Robust PID methods.According to their

experiment the fractional order PID (FOPID) gives better results then PID and

robust PID [24] [51] [52].FOMCON ,A toolbox for using the fractional order con-

trol is discussed in [53], [54].System identification using fractional differentiation

models describes/identifies the system more accurately [55] [56] .In [57] authors

applied a fractional order PI control for laser beam tracking application. Their

Desired system was able to track the system with a steady state error of 0.00003m.

A sliding mode based technique was developed in [21]. They applied a variety of

continuous time sliding mode control on a free space laser optics system.They

compared asymptotic sliding mode controller including an integral term with the

conventional super twisting algorithm. Authors used Lyapnov’s stability criteria

to find the gains of the controller.They concluded that the super twisting algo-

rithm gives us better results than the asymptotic sliding mode controller.Another

sliding mode based technique was discussed in [58] by using laser inferometry to

control the position of a multi rotor system.Authors compared the sliding mode

control with a conventional proportional derivative type controller and concluded

that Sliding mode control gave better results than PD controller. In [30] Hui

chan developed a closed-loop control of a 2-dimensional micro electromechanical

(mems) micro-mirror to be used in a laser scanning microscope. In this experiment
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the goal is to control and the micro mirror such that the scanning and imaging

performance of the system is improved.

A vision based laser beam tracking system was introduced in [44].Authors present

a calibration method for vision based laser tracker system.By using this method

authors easily calibrated the laser beam tracking system which can be further

used in a FSO system.

1.3 Proposed Control Method

Free space optics system requires a reliable , highly precise control mechanism. In

literature many solutions were proposed to solve this problem. We have chosen the

Stick Slip Piezo Actuators (SSPA) due to its large movement range , high accuracy

and simple construction structure. Several control schemes were introduced for

stick slip actuators. However most of the work was done by controlling the voltage

amplitude or the frequency of the input voltage [2] [33]. In this study we have

chosen the steps as a control variable and while keeping the voltage amplitude

and frequency fixed at a particular level we have controlled the position of the

end effector of the stick slip piezo actuator.

In most Free Space optics applications, Photo sensitive detector , photo diodes

and charged coupled devices are used to sense the laser beam position. Though

these sensors provides good results , they are expensive and the sensing area is

very limited. A simpler method to sense the laser beam position was introduced by

using a camera. The camera was able to detect the laser beam position correctly.
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We have also used the labview model identification toolbox to identify the system

model. By using the identified system model we can apply the model based

control algorithms. Iterative learning control and fractional order PI control was

also investigated and simulated on the identified plant model.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This document is divided mainly into four chapters. The first chapter includes

the introduction of the research problem and discussing the existing work done

in the controlling of free space optics. In the second chapter, we will discuss the

overview of the experimental setup that we are going to use. In the third chapter,

a vision based laser beam spot tracking mechanism is discussed. The fourth

chapter is dedicated to the feedback control of the stick-slip piezo actuator.In the

last chapter, we have discussed the conclusion and future recommendations.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENT LAYOUT

The experimental setup that was initially proposed is shown in figure 2.1. For

Figure 2.1: Experimental Setup
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this experiment, we used the equipment from Thorlabs and SmarAct.The main

idea is to transfer the data using a laser beam. This data is received by a special

laser receiver which can obtain the modulated data from the laser beam. How-

ever, due to the very small size of the receiver, a small perturbation in the laser

transmitter will lead to very large displacement in the laser beam position on the

receiver plane. To measure the position of the laser we will use the position sensor

PDQ80A. Since PDQ80A does not allow the laser beam to pass through itself, we

used a beam splitter to split the laser beam into two parts. Beam splitter passes

most photons through itself and reflects some of the photons at a particular angle.

This reflected beam is then directed towards the position sensor while the other

beam which is passing through the beam splitters directed towards the laser re-

ceiver. As explained earlier, the idea of this study is to stabilize the beam to

a certain fixed reference point such that a reliable connection between the laser

transmitter and receiver is maintained. We can use National Instruments myDAQ

to get the input/output analog and digital signals and use them accordingly in a

LabVIEW program / Virtual instrument (VI).

Since the PSD has a very small sensing area, an image processing based approach

was used where we used a camera as a laser sensor. A color detection based al-

gorithm was used to identify the position of the laser beam spot and using the

position of the laser as feedback to the system, consequently steering the beam

position towards the desired position. For color detection, it is important that the

lighting conditions and environmental noise does not change while performing the
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experiment. Thus this algorithm is best suited for a controlled lab experiment.

We used a servo motor to move/ steer the laser beam. The servo motor has an an-

gular range of 0-180 degrees. To control the servo motor we have used the Matlab

support package for Arduino. Initially, the experiment is performed with only one

servo motor thus the system has only 1 degree of freedom(DOF)(vertical). The

hardware setup used for the experiment is shown in figure2.2. A special black

cloth is used as the background to get better contrast and to minimize the laser

beam spot reflection.

Although the servo motor is a good solution to steer the beam inside the sensing

Figure 2.2: Color Detection Setup
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area, the angular resolution of a servo is not good enough.Since we require much

better accuracy to establish a reliable wireless optical connection between laser

transmitter and receiver, we will use a piezo electric mirror mount which has a

much better accuracy. As shown in figure 2.3 the servo is used to steer the beam

inside the sensing area of PSD and the piezoelectric mirror mount is used to steer

the beam towards the center of the target.

Figure 2.3: Complete Experimental Setup

In table A the list of main parts that were used in this experiment is stated.

various other fixtures , cables and other small parts were also included however

in this section we will discuss the working and introduction of these main parts.
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2.1 Helium-Neon Laser

In Free Space optics communication such as this experiment we need to transfer

the data in using visible light. Due to its focused beam and very low beam

divergence lasers are the obvious choice as data carrier. For the current experi-

ment we choose Thor Lab’s Helium-Neon Laser HNLS008L. This laser emits red

laser beam of wavelength 632.82 nano meters. HeNe Lasers have a chamber

Figure 2.4: HeNe Laser beam

Figure 2.5: Optical Resonator Cavity

consenting Helium and neon gas under low pressure at a particular Helium Neon

ratio ranging from 5:1 to 20:1.When voltage is applied to this gas chamber with

anode and cathodes on both ends electrons collide with helium atoms resulting
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in excitation of helium atoms 2.5. These helium atoms than collide with neon

atoms resulting in an excited state of these neon atoms. Excited neon atoms

keeps on building until population inversion is achieved.This excitation results in

emission of light photons having 632.82nm wavelength.

Several other wavelength are also emitted during this process for example 3.39

µ m and 1.15 µ infrared light , and a variety of visible spectrum light including

green yellow orange and yellow orange light. We can use correct mirror and

lenses to extract the light of desired wavelength

Typical HeNE Parameter Value

Beam Diameter 1 mm
Full Angle Beam Divergence (α) 1.5 mrad

Cavity Length (L) 0.15 m (0.5 mW) to 1 m (35 mW)
Reflectivity at High Reflector (HR) > 99.99 percent

Transmission at Output Coupler (OC) 1 percent

Table 2.1: Typical HeNe Parameters

The typical parameters of HeNe lasers are given in table 2.1. The laser that we

are using HNLS008L does not have perfect beam collimation. it has a full angle

beam divergence (α) as 1.5 mrad. due to this beam divergence the diameter

of the beam keep on increasing with the increment on distance. Thus if the

operating distance of laser is very large we might need a variety of lenses to

collimate the beam at the receiving end.
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2.2 Position Sensor

We require a precise laser beam detector to measure the position of laser precisely.

for this we use Thor Lab’s PDQ80A quadrant laser beam position detector in

Fig 1.6 As seen in 2.6 the PDQ80A has 4 quadrants sensing regions which are

sperate from each other with a small distance. as the beam falls on the sensor,

these sensors gives voltage according to the intensity of the beam falling on each

quadrant.

The sensing range of this sensor is between 400 to 1050 nm wavelength. which

fits well with our application since we are using 632.82 nm wavelength laser.

However due to the spacing in the sensors it is recommended that the beam spot

diameter should be limited between 1mm to 3.9mm such that it does not cover

the whole sensor or the beam spot size is too small for the sensor to measure.

Figure 2.6: PDQ80A sensor placement

The PDQ80A have 6 pins whose functions are illustrated in table B. Three

major signals are given out from this sensor which are ”XDIFF” ,”YDIFF” and

”SUM”. XDIFF is the difference of voltages between horizontal axis i.e.

XDIFF = (Q2 +Q3)− (Q1 +Q4)
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YDIFF = (Q1 +Q2)− (Q3 +Q4)

Sum = Q1 +Q2 +Q3 +Q4

here Q1,Q2,Q3 and Q4 are the photocurrents of their respective quadrant

sensor. to get the x and y position of the beam we will use the sum value to

normalize the XDIFF and YDIFF value.

X =
(Q2 +Q3)− (Q1 +Q4)

Q1 +Q2 +Q3 +Q4

=
XDIFF

Sum
(2.1)

X =
(Q1 +Q2)− (Q3 +Q4)

Q1 +Q2 +Q3 +Q4

=
Y DIFF

Sum
(2.2)

Thus by using equations 2.1 and 2.2 we can find the coordinates of the beam spot

on PDQ80A.

PDQ80A is not manufactured to be a stand alone device, the manufacturer rec-

ommends to use another controller KPA101 to acquire and control the signal from

PDQ80A.

2.3 K-Cube Position Sensing Detector (PSD)

Auto Aligner

KPA101 position sensing detector PSD auto aligner is a compact solution which

is used to integrate/control the Position sensor PDQ80A . This motion controller

came with its own softwares named Advanced Positioning Technology (APT)

and Kineses. These software provides a graphical user interface in which we can

easily read and write data from the KPA101 auto aligner.We used the Advanced
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Positioning Technology (APT)software to connect and acquire the data from

auto aligner.

Figure 2.7: KPA101 Auto Aligner

KPA101 is an interface to connect directly the signals from PDQ80A to

software.This auto aligner has three basic modes i.e. open loop mode ,monitor

mode and close loop mode.By selecting the appropriate mode we can either

measure the x-diff and y-diff values or the normalized x and y coordinate value

or we can get the control feedback respectively.we can select these mode directly

from the top panel given on KPA101 or by selecting the respective options from

APT software. when used in the closed loop mode the KPA101 will give control

output which can be directly be fed to the piezo actuator controller such as

KPZ101.

Advance Positioning Technology or APT software which is provided with

KPA101 is compatible with ActiveX technology. ActiveX is Microsoft developed
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technology which helps in linking one program with another. Since we are using

LabView to control the process we can used the ActiveX control in LabView to

call the APT software inside labview environment. In LabView we can write our

own program to acquire or manipulate the data given by APT according to our

needs.

2.3.1 PINs Overview for Auto Aligner

KPA101 provides various options to input/output data. We will discuss briefly

the function of each pin in KPA101 in this section.In this auto aligner we have 5

SMA connectors as shown in figure2.8.

Figure 2.8: Connections on Front and rear panel of KPA101
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SUM

Placed on the rear panel, the SMA connector for Sum value gives the Sum

value/Voltage from the quadrant position sensor.2.8

XDIFF

Placed on the rear panel, X-diff In open loop gives the X-diff value of PDQ80A

quadrant position sensor. In Close loop this connector gives the control feedback

for x-axis.

YDIFF

Placed on the rear panel,Y-diff in open loop gives the Y-diff value of PDQ80A

quadrant position sensor. In Close loop this connector gives the control feedback

for Y-axis

Trig 1 , Trig 2

Trig1 and Trig 2 SMA connectors are placed on the front panel of KPA101. They

are bidirectional trigger ports which operates on TTL logic.These ports detects

the voltage below +0.8V as logic LOW and the voltage above +2.4V as logic

HIGH.we can adjust the triggering of these ports for example logic LOW/HIGH

or Falling/Rising Edge triggered according to our application.

These ports can be used as either input or output according to our choice. There

are different modes options available depending upon the choice of Trig1 and

Trig2 e.g. Disabled , Digital Input, LLGetStatusBits method , Trig IN: Loop
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Open/Close , Digital Output , Trig Out: Inside Sum range , Trig Out : Below

Diff Threshold , Trig Out:Sum and Diff Combined. These modes have their own

operation can be chosen according to our need.

2.4 Mirror Actuator

Figure 2.9 shows the front and back view of the mirror.We used Polaris k1PZ 3-axis

piezo mirror mount. The presence of piezoelectric element in this actuator allows

us the movement in three axis with very small angular resolution.With a step size

of 0.1 Volts we can obtain the angular movement of 0.5 µrad. which means that

for 0.1 volts 0.000029 degree is the resolution and the range of piezoelectric is 500

µrad or 0.029 degrees. With this small resolution we can move the laser beam

with high precision.

The Piezoelectric material used in this mirror mount operates at a high voltage

Figure 2.9: 3-axis Piezo actuator (front and back view)

range of 0-150 Volts. It uses 3 BNC cables to deliver the control voltage
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2.5 Open Loop Piezo Controller MDT694B

We require a high voltage controller to deliver the high voltage to the piezo actu-

ator.MDT694B is a precise and high voltage open loop controller. MDT694B is a

Figure 2.10: Open-loop Piezo Controller

single channel openly piezo controller. It can control one axis of the piezo mirror

through its BNC connector. It can gives the output voltage upto 0-150 volts.It

has three maximum voltage limit settings.MDT694B has a select switch on the

back side from which we can select 75 volts , 100 volts and 150 volts maximum

voltage settings. If we choose 150 volts than the output voltage can be found by

using the following equation.2.3

Vout = Vmanual + 15Vexternal (2.3)
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here we can apply an input voltage from 0-10 Volts to the EXT BNC input on

the front panel.Thor labs also provide a compatible software from which we can

control the voltages applied through MDT694B using a graphical user interface

(GUI).

2.6 Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter is a device which splits the incident light beam into reflected and

transmitted beam. We used the Beam Splitter BSF20-A. This beam splitter is

a plate type UV Fused silica Beam splitter. on One side of the BFS20-A Beam

splitter their is AR coating to prevent unwanted reflectance.

Figure 2.11: Beam Sampling

As we can see from figure2.11 Incident light is divided into two portions one is

reflected back at a particular angle and the other one is transmitted through the
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Figure 2.12: Beam Sampler reflectance graph as provided by manufacturer

beam splitter. The BFS20-A beam splitter induces an offset in the transmitted

beam.The reflectance of the beam sampler also varies with different angle of in-

cidences (AOIs).We can see the graph of reflectance verses angle of incidence in

figure 2.12 for the un-coated surface. from figure 2.12 we can see that for a 45

degree AOI on the uncoated surface , we got the reflection of almost 5 percent for

unpolarized light. also the AR coating is used to avoid reflection so as shown in

figure?? we can see that for a laser beam of 632.82 nm wavelength a reflection of

almost 0.5 percent reflection.

Although the AR coating is provided to minimize the ghosting phenomenon, in

our experiment we still experiences ghosting. In Ghosting the laser beam is re-

flected from both the uncoated and coated surfaces of the beam splitter resulting

in two different reflected beam spot.These spots are sufficiently far enough when

the distance is larger.figure 2.14 showed the phenomena of ghosting.
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Figure 2.13: Effect of AR coating at 45 degree AOI as provided by manufacturer

Figure 2.14: Ghosting
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CHAPTER 3

LASER BEAM SPOT

TRACKING USING IMAGE

PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

3.1 Motivation

Precise control of laser beam spot is a very important problem in free space

optics (FSO) communication systems. Piezoelectric actuators are a promising

way to control the laser beam with significantly higher accuracy. Although the

piezoelectric actuators (PA) provides very good movement resolution , they mostly

lack the desired movement range without some type of special mechanism . A

typical FSO laser beam setup can be seen in figure 2.1. According to this setup

a laser beam is directed towards a piezoactuated two dimensional angular mirror.

This mirror reflects the laser beam such that it is passed through a beam splitter,
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which splits the beam into two separate beams. One beam is directed towards the

experiment , while the second beam is directed towards a photosensitive detector

(PSD). This PSD gives us the feedback information of the position of laser beam

spot.

In this setup we have used the Thor labs PDQ80A photo sensing detector 1.6.

The extremely small sensor area limits us to always stay within the diameter of

7.8mm, which is very difficult when the distance between transmitter and receiver

is large.

Thus the main problems identified in the said experiments are the following

• Very Short dynamic range of Piezoactuators

• Low accuracy of motorized actuators

• Very small sensing area of laser beam spot detector

In this experiment we have proposed to use a servo model which have a poor

dynamic resolution but the dynamic range is large enough. We can combine

the servo motions and piezoelectric motions to get a good resolution and good

dynamic range. A solution to the small sensing area is proposed by using image

processing techniques to measure the laser beam spot on a dark screen. Thus

we can measure the laser beam position on a larger surface area for coarser

measurements.

In figure 2.1 the typical experimental setup sketch is shown. In this setup, a piezo

actuator is used to steer the laser beam towards the center point. However, this

system cannot correct the errors in laser beam position of very large magnitudes.
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As shown in figure 1.6 the effective sensing area of Position Sensitive detector

(PSD) is 7.8mm diameter. Thus a need for some mechanism arrives where we

can enhance the allowable laser beam position range.

3.2 Experimental Setup

Figure 3.1: Experimental Scheme with Image processing

In figure 3.1 an image processing based solution is proposed. We have

attached the laser beam on a servo motor. A Black Screen with a hole in the

middle is placed in the laser bream path as demonstrated in 3.1. This Black
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Figure 3.2: Experimental Layout

screen combined with a video camera will serve as a laser beam position detector

with higher measurement range. We have fixed the camera in a position such

that it captures the desired area on the black screen. A Color detection algorithm

was used to measure the position of laser beam and the position of the reference

point. Thus by using the feedback from the camera we steer the laser beam

towards the desired position. The laser will pass through the hole, and towards

the piezoactuators. Thus the camera based color detection algorithm provides
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us with an initial alignment scheme for FSO system to increase the movement

range. The hardware setup can be seen in figure 3.2

A single micro servo motor is used as an actuator to steer the laser beam. Micro

servos does not have high current requirements, thus they can be controlled

directly through a micro controller. We used the arduino at-mega micro controller

to control the servo motor. A matlab support package for arduino is available

through which we can access and send commands to arduino. Micro servo has an

angular range of 0− 180o. In matlab, when we send arduino a command of 0, it

will correspond to 0 degrees and 1 will corresponds to 180 degrees movement.Thus

a command between 0 to 1 will correspond to the end effector movement of 0 to

180 degrees. Since we are using a single servo motor, laser beam movement is

only limited to one dimensional movement (vertical).

3.3 Color Detection

In this section we will discuss the color detection technique for the identification

of laser beam spot and reference signal. The laser beam spot has a color of red

while we have placed a hardware reference of blue color on the black screen. A

USB web cam is used to capture a continuous video for processing.

From literature we already know that a video is a combination of several images

or frames. Each frame is combination of many pixels. And every pixel has a

distinct color which is defined by its RGB value. In an RGB image only red green
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and blue colors are present in every pixel and the concentration of these primary

colors will define the output color of that pixel.For example a completely white

pixel color is obtained by setting all the values of RGB to their maximum values

i.e. 255. while a complete dark pixel is obtained by setting all the red green and

blue values of that pixel to their lowest values which is zero.

Thus in summary an image can be defined as a matrix whose each entry is a pixel

which further contains three values of red , green and blue color. If the image

has a resolution of 720x480 pixels that means that the image matrix has 720

entries(pixels) in the horizontal direction and 480 entries(pixels) in the vertical

direction.From here we can define aX, Y pixel position for every pixel. for example

the top left pixel of that image has a pixel position of xy = (0, 0) and the bottom

right pixel has a position of xy = (720, 480). Our main goal in this algorithm

is to scan for the pixels with most red and blue components and find their pixel

position.A Blob means a group of connected pixels in an image.BLOB stands for

binary large objects.Here a blob on the position of red pixels will represent the

position of laser beam and a blob on the position of blue pixels will represent the

reference or desired position

The first step in color detection is the image acquisition from the camera into

Matlab. we have used the Matlab image processing tool box for this purpose.

Since color detection is a relatively computationally expensive task, it is not

possible for us to process all the images in real time. The image acquisition rate
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Figure 3.3: RGB Acquired Image

of our camera is 30 frames per second and to process the video in real time, it is

better to skip few frames while measuring the position of blobs. So we acquire

and process only every fifth frame for this purpose.

.The image resolution that we have set for our experiment is 640x480 pixels.

Since the camera will give acquire the mirror image , we flipped the image

acquired from the camera.The acquired RGB image is shown in Figure 3.3.

The next step is to convert this image into its gray scale equivalent.This

transformation will help us extract the red and blue components of the RGB

image. The result of this transformation is represented in figure 3.4.

In the next Step we have to find the differential image for the red color (laser

beam spot).This is achieved by subtracting the gray scale image from the Red

component image of the acquired frame.The differential red frame is shown in

figure 3.5. Now in this image only those pixels who have significant red portion
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Figure 3.4: RGB converted to Gray Image

Figure 3.5: Differential Image Red Color

remaining are left. Thus we see a black n white blob where the red beam spot

was present and the blue blob is vanished.Afterwords we apply a median filter to

smooth out any noises present in the image.

Now we will further highlight the red blob as obtained in the differential red

frame. This is one by converting the gray scale image into a binary image. In this
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Figure 3.6: Red Objects detected

image we select an appropriate threshold which depends upon the color contrast

and external lighting conditions. Any image who has an intensity below this

threshold will be treated as a pure black pixel and any pixel which has an intensity

higher than this threshold is treated as white pixel.The choice of threshold is very

important since a too low threshold may highlight any noise that may present

in the image and a very high threshold may ignore the actual red color that

is present in the image. The binary image for red pixel is represented in figure 3.6.

The same procedure is applied for the blue color.We use the gray scale image

transformation obtained earlier figure 3.4. We obtained the differential blue

frame by subtracting the blue component image from the gray scale figure 3.7 .

Afterwards we apply a suitable threshold to get a binary image which highlights

the blue component of the image figure3.8.
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Figure 3.7: Differential Image Blue Color

Figure 3.8: Blue Objects detected

After obtaining the binary images for red color (Figure 3.6 ) and blue color

(Figure 3.8) We now apply blob analysis command. In our binary blue and

binary red image we expect that the reference point and the lasers are identified

as a blob. We have fixed the maximum and minimum blob area to be detected

to a suitable number such that neither the whole image is considered as one blob

, nor very tiny noises are considered as one blob. moreover since we only desire
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one blue blob and one red blob thus we have also limit our number of detected

blobs to 1. After identifying the correct blobs we can identify the centroid of

that bob in terms of XY point or the pixel position to identify the location of

laser and the reference signal one the image. We can draw a rectangle on the

identified blob and we have displayed their pixel position on the image. The

result of BLOB analysis is shown in figure 3.9 .

Figure 3.9: Detected Color

The Flow chart of the above algorithm is shown in figure 3.10 .
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Figure 3.10: Flow chart
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CHAPTER 4

FEEDBACK CONTROL OF

PIEZO ELECTRIC STICK-SLIP

ACTUATOR

4.1 Introduction

In Free Space Optics System (FSO) a main requirement is to establish a reliable

contact between optical transmitter and receiver. Due to the very small size

of the optical receiver, a very precise control is needed to establish a reliable

connection between transmitter and receiver. A conventional DC motor actuation

cannot provide the required accuracy in the order of nano meters. Thus we used

a piezoelectric material to move the poistioners with a small accuracy. Piezo

electric actuators consists of a special materials which apply a force (change its

dimensions) when a high voltage is applied to it. The displacement achieved by
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applying a voltage could be very accurate due to the absence of gears or other

conventional mechanical linkages. However the available piezoelectric actuators

provides very poor dynamic movement range due to their physical limitations.

Piezo-actuated stages are becoming more and more popular in the micro

or nano positioning applications. Piezoactuators are used in various real

life applications where precision is important.Some typical including Atomic

Force Microscopes (AFM) [59], Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) [60]

,Machine tools with ultra precision requirements [61] [62] and Free Space

optics System [24] [21] e.t.c. Due to the requirement of higher precision in

positioning we cannot use the conventional actuators for these application.

Some available actuators types for micro and nano positioning are piezoelectric

actuators , magnetostrictive actuators , MEMS based Electrostatic actuators,

MEMS based Electrostatic surface actuators, MEMS based Electrostatic shuffle

actuator, MEMS based electromagnetic actuators , and MEMS based Thermal

Actuators [16]. In our particular application in FSM we choose the piezoelectric

type stick slip actuator due to their excellent operating bandwidth, precise

movement and the ability to generate large mechanical forces for a small power

input [16]. However a major drawback of the piezoactuated devices is that they

have a very small dynamic range. This problem of small dynamic range can be

solved by having a Stick -Slip type Piezoelectric actuator. Thus a Stick Slip

mechanism is proposed [18]to increase the dynamic range of the poistioners. We

have used smaract linear positioner SLS-5282-L with an integrated sensor [42].
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The Experimental setup can be seen in Figure 4.1.

In Free Space Optics(FSO) communication the available Stick Slip Piezo Actu-

ators(SSPA) could be a linear type actuator or an angular type actuator. Both

linear type or angular type actuators have their own pros and cons. The linear

type actuators are preferred because of their Simple design , Better position

resolution , position resolution is independent of the distance between transmitter

and receiver. How ever the linear type SSPA has a limited movement range , and

we have to stack two linear type SSPA onto each other which limits the amount

of weight that can be placed on to these actuators. On the contrary, the angular

type SSPA provides us Better position range and the position resolution and the

position range depends on the distance between transmitter and receiver. we can

significantly increase/decrease the maximum distance travelled by the laser beam

spot by changing the distance between the transmitter and receiver. However

the angular type SSPA has a relatively complex design and the resolution and

range could add some additional complexity to the experiment. In this particular

experiment we have studied the control of linear type Stick Slip actuator

(SSPA).The mechanism of piezoactuated stick slip actuators is described in the

next section.
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup

4.2 Working principle

Stick slip mechanism works on the principle of static and dynamic friction. We

already know that the static friction is more than the dynamic friction. Assume

a cup placed on a very smooth silk cloth. when we slide the cloth with a slow

speed, the cup above the cloth also moves along the cloth. This is because the

static friction between cloth and cup is sufficiently large enough. But when we

slide the cloth with a very high speed, the cup will remain at its place and the

cloth has moved out from beneath. The same principle is applied in the stick slip

mechanism.The working principle for the stick slip actuators can be seen in figure

4.2. we can divide the movement in the following three steps. [41–43]
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Figure 4.2: Stick Slip principle

1. Initial state: At the beginning the piezoelectric material is at its normal

length and no voltage is applied at this stage.

2. Stick State: In this state the input voltage is increased gradually(0 100V ).

The length of piezoelectric material is increased gradually.Since the move-

ment of piezoelectric material is significantly slow, the static friction between

the slide and piezo electric material is sufficient enough that they stick to

each other.The slide(end effector) which is placed on the piezo electric ma-

terial now moves along with the piezoelectric material.
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3. Slip state: In this state the input voltage is reduced abruptly. The

piezoelectric material will contract back to its original length in very short

time.Since the movement of piezoelectric material is very fast, the dynamic

friction between the slide and piezo electric material is not sufficient to hold

them together. Thus the slide slips on the piezo electric material and retain

its extended position. However the piezoelectric material will return back

to its initial stage [32]

If we desire to move the positioner backwards, than we can apply the same saw

tooth voltage in reverse order such that the extension of piezoelectric material is

done abruptly and the contraction is done slowly. The backwards movement of

stick slip actuator can be seen in figure 4.3

Figure 4.3: forward vs backward movement
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4.3 Input Voltage Dynamics

SmarAct provides a DLL to control the stick slip piezoelectric actuator (SSPA)

inside the labview environment. As discussed above, the positioner SLS-5282-L

requires a repeating ramp signal as its input.In figure 4.4 a typical voltage signal

is shown. To control the position of the end effector we can control some of the

following parameters through labview.

1. Number of Steps: In this parameter we can specify how many number

of steps of voltage that can be performed. Number of steps can be any

integer value ranging approximately from−10, 000to10, 000. Negative values

indicate the motion of positioner in the backwards direction.Number of steps

is directly proportional to the distance travelled by the end effector. The

more the number of steps, the more distance will be travelled by the end

effector.

2. Voltage amplitude (Vmax) : The Peak voltage of the ramp signal is called

the voltage amplitude or Vmax 4.4. The range of the voltage amplitude is

between 15Volts to 100 Volts however the unit of this parameter is 0.1 Volts

so the actual range of Amplitude is 150(15V ) to 1, 000(100V ) .Voltage am-

plitude is directly proportional to the distance travelled by the end effector.

By increasing the voltage amplitude we can increase the distance travelled

per unit step.

3. Frequency: This parameter is the frequency (in Hz) that the steps are
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generated with. we can also define the time period in seconds of the re-

peating ramp signal by using this parameter.the range of this parameter

is from 5Hz to 18, 500Hz. The frequency is inversely proportional to the

step width of the voltage signal. Increasing the frequency of the signal will

decrease the step width of the voltage ramp signal. Changing the frequency

will not change the distance travelled by the end effector in each step. it just

changes the number of steps that can be executed in each second.Moreover

the increase in frequency will result in alteration of the speed of motion od

the end effector. A higher frequency will lead to a faster movement speed

of the end effector.

Figure 4.4: Input Voltage dynamics
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4.4 General Control Scheme for Stick Slip Ac-

tuators

Since The Stick Slip Piezoelectric Actuators (SSPA) uses a ramp input voltage

signal to operate as discussed above it is a challenging task to accurately control

the movent. Proportional control is widely adopted to control the position of

SSPA.In [18] a proportional control law is proposed for the position control of

SSPA. The frequency of the ramp signal is directly probational to the distance

travelled. Thus the authors uses frequency of the ramp signal to control the laser

beam. In this study the authors neglected the friction and the hysteresis non

linearity. In [2] a proportional control with voltage and frequency is resented.In

[36] Authors presented a neural network based technique for the control of SSPA.

Generally speaking a SSPA can be controlled in the following two stages.

1. Single Step Control stage: In this control stage, the actuator goes

through one complete stick cycle and one complete slip cycle.Eacch stick

and slip cycle movement is one step. By repeating multiple single steps we

can reach closer to our desired position. Assume each step moves the po-

sitioner δstep distance and the required length of movement is Ld than we

need to repeat the single step control ’n’ times to move the positioner at

our required level. where we can find n = b Ld

δstep
c. here bxc is defined as the

largest integer smaller than x. In single step control stage we are confined

by the step size and the movement cannot be smaller than the δstep. single
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step control stage is used for course movement of the stages.

2. Sub-step control phase: After a coarse movement is done through single

step control stage, the actuator is near its reference position. How ever we

may require more accurate movement of the positioner. To include more

precision we use the sub step control phase.In this state the end effector is

moved with the desired precision towards the reference point. We could now

carefully move the piezoelectric material with a very low acceleration such

that it keeps on the stick stage and the end effector is moved along with it. In

this case the accuracy of the end effector is the accuracy of the piezoelectric

material itself. A possible drawback of this method is that the extreme slow

speed of the end effector might not be desired in some cases.Another way

is to allow the nonzero relative motion between the end-effector and the

piezoelectric material. In this way, the relationship between the motion of

the end-effector and the motion of the driving object should be modeled first.

Then, the desired position of the driving object can be calculated by using

this relationship and the predesigned reference of the end-effector. After

that some advanced control methods of PEAs can be employed to drive the

driving object to this desired position in a fast manner [35] [36].

A brief description of the single step control and sub step control stages are given

in figure 4.5

SmarAct Provides us a labview literary through which we can modify and

control the positioner SLS-5282-L. The control variables for this type of poistioners
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Figure 4.5: Single Step and sub step control

could be the frequency of input voltage, the amplitude of the voltage and the

number of steps are described earlier.

4.5 Experimental Results: Proportional Con-

trol

In this section we will discuss the real time proportional feedback SLS-5282-L

linear positioner. we have fixed the frequency and voltage amplitude and chosen

to control the position of the positioner through steps as the feedback variable.

The voltage amplifier/ controller that we are using to control the position is the

SmarAct HCU-3CX controller. This Controller is a 3 channel controller with

integrated sensor support. This controller allows us to measure the position of

the end effector in the order of micrometers. We have fixed the Voltage amplitude

to 1000(100V ) and Frequency to 8000Hz. The Feedback variable is the steps

applied. A proportional gain of 0.1 is applied.The Lab view Block Diagram for

the proportional control is shown in figure 4.6
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Figure 4.6: Labview Block Diagram for Proportional Control of SSPA

We have exported the data from labview control VI to an excel file and

observed the behavior of the feedback control. A Reference of 5000 µm was given

as a fixed value initially and we have applied the proportional control as shown

in figure 4.6. We have used the integrated sensor to measure the position of the

actuator.
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Figure 4.7: Proportional Control Output Plot (Position)

Figure 4.8: Proportional Control Error Plot
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Figure 4.9: Proportional Control Input (number of steps applied)

In figure 4.7 the output position of the control loop is shown.Reference signal

of 5000µm is applied at 2.75 seconds and the system settles down at around 3

seconds. From figure 4.7 it can be seen that the proportional feedback control is

able to track the reference step signal with a sufficiently fast and accurate response.

Figure 4.8 we can observe the system error dynamics. initially the error is very

large but the feedback forces the error to go back to near zero in approximately

0.25 seconds. In figure 4.8 part b, the error after settling down is shown.From

this figure we can observe that the system error is settled around −3.5µm so with

the proportional control we observe a steady state error of around −3.5µm

Finally in figure 4.13 the control input U can seen. We have converted the

control input to its nearest integer value and we have a plot of number of steps
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versus time. As expected initially a large number of steps is given as an input

and after some time it reduces to zero as the error settles down.

4.6 Proportional Integral Control

In this section we will discuss the experimental result of the proportional integral

control. We have fixed the Voltage amplitude to 1000(100V ) and Frequency

to 8000Hz. The Feedback variable is the number of steps. We have chosen a

proportional gain of 0.1 and integral gain of 0.1 for this control.In Figure 4.10

the Block diagram for PI control in labview environment is shown.

Figure 4.10: Labview Block Diagram for PI Control of SSPA

From figure 4.11we can observe the step response for a proportional integral
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feedback controller. The reference of 5000µm is applied at approximately

5.75 sec. we see a large overshoot as compared to the proportional controller

and the settling time is also significantly larger. The system settles down at

approximately 7.5 second.

Figure 4.11: PI Control output plot(Position)t

Figure 4.12: PI Error Plot
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Figure 4.13: PI control Input plot (Number of steps applied)

The error plots for a PI controller can be seen in figure 4.12. From figure 4.12

part b we can observed a zoomed in view of the settling error. It can be seen

that we have a steady state error of around −0.2µm . So a PI controller shows

better steady state response as compared to the proportional controller.

The control input for the PI control (U) can be seen in figure 4.13. As

expected , we observe a high value in the beginning, afterwards due to the PI

control action we have an undershoot in control input to compensate for the

overshoot in the position error. afterwards the control input settles down to zero.

4.7 System Identification

To apply model based control algorithms on the stick slip piezoactuator, the

plant transfer function is required.Instead of analytical methods for system
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identification a more practical way is to use the input and output information

gathered from the open loop system.We can find the open loop system transfer

function through LabView system identification tool box. We have used the

input- output data gathered from the above experiment for proportional and

proportional integral control and use this data to find out the approximate plant

model. In figure4.14 the results for system identification are shown for IO data

acquired from Proportional control and in figure 4.15 the plant transfer function

is calculated by using a PI control IO data. In figure 4.16 the labview code for

system identification is shown.From the figure 4.14 the identified plant transfer

function is found as follow 4.1

Gidentified(s) =
−0.040289s+ 0.424381

s− 0.0007613
(4.1)

Figure 4.14: System identification by using IO data from proportional control
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Figure 4.15: System identification by using IO data from PI control

Similarly we have used another data set obtained form the PI data set and

approximates the identified plant model as a second order. The System model

identification results are shown in figure 4.15. We can observe that although the

identified plant has some error at the beginning but it converges to the end result.

more data set might be used to increase the accuracy of the identify the plant

model.The identified plant model for this data set is given as follow.

Gidentified(s) =
−0.0093s+ 0.462

s− 0.0000355
(4.2)

The Identified plant might be used to apply more advanced algorithm like Iterative

learning control e.t.c.
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Figure 4.16: System identification Labview Block Diagram
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE

WORKS

Image processing is used as an initial alignment scheme for a laser beam steering

experiment. In this experiment we have used a mini servo motor on which we

have attached the laser beam transmitter. The steering mechanism is of angular

type and the laser beam spot will move only in one dimension (vertical). The

camera was able to detect the laser beam spot and drive the laser beam towards

a fixed reference point which is marked as a blue spot. This color detection

algorithm combined with a servo actuator enhances the dynamic movement

range of the overall system.As compared to the PSD , camera provides a very

large sensing area. The servo motor has a comparatively larger movement

resolution as compared to the piezoactuators, thus the distance between the

sensing area (Black Screen) and the laser beam transmitter must be kept as small

as possible.Using a camera and servo motor is a cheap and effective solution of
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the poor movement range of piezo actuators.

However Color detection algorithm also has its own limitations. For a reliable

color detection we need a very good high color contrast between the back ground

and the foreground. Since we are using a red laser beam spot, a black screen is a

good alternative to the contrast problem. Lighting environment also plays a very

important role in the color detection accuracy. A well lit and constant lighting

environment is needed for this purpose.

Servo motor is a good choice due to its ease in control and motion, however a

motor with an encoder will also provide us with better accuracy.Although the

experiment provides sufficiently better results , Using single motor will only

result in one directional control.To steer the beam in the second dimension we

might need to couple the laser beam with a second motor.

A Proportional (P) and Proportional Integral (PI) controller is implemented

on a stick slip actuated piezoactuator.A labview program is used to acquire

the data and implement the control law. The Proportional controller provides

a better transient behavior with fast response, very small overshoot and fast

settling time.In proportional control we observe a relatively higher steady state

error of −3.5µm . On the other hand the PI controller shows relatively poor

transient behavior with slow response , a high overshoot , and slow settling

time .But the steady state response of PI controller is far superior than that of

Proportional controller with a settling error of −0.2µm .
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Although PI controller can be used for vary high accuracy of 0.2 µm, the large

overshoot problem of PI controller needs improvements.Moreover in this study

we have observed the control for one dimensional system only. We might want

to extend the results to a 2 dimensional system by combining two SSPAs.In this

study we have fixed the Step size, voltage amplitude and frequency given to the

SSPA. Thus we have controlled the system with a single step control only. Since

the available controller does not offer us to control the system with sub step

control, we may investigate the results further by reducing the step size.
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APPENDIX A

EQUIPMENT LIST

Sr.No Model No Brief Description

1 HNLS008L Laser Source
2 K1PZ 3-Axis Piezo actuator
3 MDT694B ThorLabs Piezo Mirror Actuator
4 KPA101 Beam Position Aligner
5 PDQ80A Position sensing detector
6 BFS20− A Beam Splitter
7 STT − 25.4− CE − I SmarAct Piezo Mirror Actuator
8 eton5949 USB Camera

Table A.1: Main parts used in the experiment
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APPENDIX B

PSD PIN DIAGRAM

PIN Description

1 X-axis [Q2 +Q3] - [Q1 + Q4]
2 Y-axis [Q1+Q2] - [Q3 + Q4]
3 SUM [Q1 +Q2 + Q3 + Q4]
4 +5 V to +15 V
5 Common
6 -5 V to - 15 V

Table B.1: Pin Diagram of PDQ80A Position Sensor
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APPENDIX C

DATE SHEETS
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 November 10, 2011 

22152-S01, Rev A 

 

 

 

Description  

Thorlabs’ cylindrical, low-power, red (632.8 nm) Helium-Neon lasers are available with output powers 

from 0.8 to 2.0 mW. Thorlabs offers these 632.8 nm lasers with either linear (>500:1) or random 

polarization and beam divergences ranging from 1.3 to 1.7 mrad. 

Specifications 

General 

Wavelength 632.8 nm 

Minimum Output Power (TEM00) 0.8 mW 

Minimum Polarization Ratio 500:1 

Beam Diameter (TEM00, 1/e2 points + 3%) 0.48 mm 

Beam Divergence (TEM00, +3%) 1.7 mrad 

Mode Purity (TEM00) >95% 

Longitudinal Mode Spacing 1090 MHz 

Maximum Noise (RMS) (30 Hz to 10 MHz) 1.0% 

Maximum Drift* ± 2.5% 

Maximum Mode Sweeping Contribution 10% 

Operating Voltage (±±±± 100 V) 1250 

Operating Current (±±±± 0.1 mA) 4 mA 

Maximum Starting Voltage 10 kV DC 

*With respect to mean power over 8 hours. 

Physical / Mechanical 

Maximum Warm-Up Time (95% Power) 10 min 

Storage Lifetime Indefinite (Hard-Sealed) 

Static Alignment Approximately 1.75" from Base 

Laser Weight 1.1 lbs (0.5 kg) 

 

Environmental 

Operating Temperature -40 to 60 °C 

Non-Operating Temperature -40 to 100 °C 

Operating Altitude 0 to 10,000 ft 

Non-Operating Altitude 0 to 70,000 ft 

Relative Humidity (Non-condensing) Non-Condensing 

Shock 
25 g for 11 ms 
100 g for 1 ms 

 

Safety 

CDRH/IEC 60825-1 Class IIIa/3R 

Self-Contained HeNe Laser:  

0.8 mW, Polarized, 120 VAC 

HNLS008L 
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Description  

The PDQ80A detector is a segmented, position sensing, silicon, quadrant 
detector for precise path alignment of light in the 400 to 1050 nm range. 
The device is capable of measuring beams with a spot size smaller than 
7.8 mm, which is the diameter of the quadrant photodiode array. To 
prevent beam walk-off however, it is recommended that the beam 
diameter be less than 3.9 mm. Also, since the detected signal strength 
decreases significantly when large portions of the spot cross the boundary between the quadrants, 
beam diameters greater than 1 mm are suggested. Therefore, it is recommended that this device 
be used with beams with a diameter between 1 mm and 3.9 mm. 

Specifications 

Electrical Specification 
Vavelength Range 400 - 1050 nm
Peak Responsivity :
                        (633 nm) 
                        (900 nm) 

0.4 A/W 
0.64 A/W 

Transimpedance gain 10 kV/A
Max Photocurrent 200 μA
Output Voltage Range ±2 Vmin

Signal Output Offset 100 mVmax

Bandwidth 150 kHz
Recommended Spot Size ∅1.0 - 3.9 mm 
Supply Voltage 
Requirement ±5 VDC ±5%, 35 mA 

Operating Temperature 10 to 40 °C
Storage Temperature  -20 to 80 °C

 

Physical Specifications 
Sensor Size ∅7.8 mm 
Clear Aperture ∅1/2″ (∅12.7 mm)
Aperture Thread SM05 (0.535″ –40)

Dimensions 2.00″ x 1.20″ x 0.65″
(50.8 x 30.5 x 16.5 mm) 

Mounting Thread 8-32 x 0.25″ min depth

Metric Adapter M4 to 8-32 Adapter
(Item 3 AS4M8E) 

Cable Length 5.0′ (1.5m) 
Connector (Plug) Hirose HS10A-7P-6P
Main Receptacle Hirose HR10A-7R-6S
Weight 0.25 lbs (114 g)

 

 

Instructions 

1. Unpack the PDQ80A sensor, and install the adapter if metric mounting is preferred. 
2. Plug the connector into one port of a PDQ80S1 hub. 
3. Follow the directions for operation of the hub as described in its operating manual. 
4. Place a spot onto the detection window for measurement. The input beam spot size 

should be between ∅0.2 mm and ∅7 mm. For best results the spot should be located 
within 80% 
(7.2 mm x 7.2 mm) of the center of the detector. Adjust the power level so that the 
SUM output voltage is less than or equal to 4 V. This will ensure the best signal to noise 
ration and that the system is not saturated. 
 

Application Note 

For best results low power levels should be used for the position sensor. For the PDQ80A the max 
photocurrent is 2 V / 10 kV/A = 200 µA. Using the photosensitivity curve below, the system 
saturation power can be calculated as: 

Position Sensing Detector 

PDQ80A
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Pmax=
200 μA

Photosensitivity (A/W)
 

 
The PDQ80S1 hub has a sample resolution of 12 bits with 
an input voltage range of ±5 V (10 V range), or a voltage resolution of: 

 

Vstep=
10 V

212 =2.44 mV 

Istep=
Vstep

10 kV/A
=244 nA 

 
From this the minimum power required can be 
determined based on the required accuracy. For 
example if the user requires an accuracy of 1% then 
the reading must be accurate to 1 part in 100. The 
minimum photocurrent is therefore the IStep x 100, or 
24.4 μA. Use the Formula below to find the minimum 
optical power for a given wavelength. 

Pmin=
24.4 μA

Photosensitivity (A/W)
 

 

Drawings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pin Assignments 
PIN 1 X-Axis (Q2 + Q3) – (Q1 + Q4)
PIN 2 Y-Axis (Q1 + Q2) – (Q3 + Q4)
PIN 3 SUM (Q1 + Q2 + Q3 + Q4)
PIN 4 +V (+5 V to +15 V)
PIN 5 COMMON
PIN 6 -V (-5 to -15 V)

HIROSE CONNECTOR PHOTODIODE DETAIL
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Cable
5" Long

1.20"

2.00"

1.55"

0.65"
0.40"

8-32 x 0.35"

0.60" Ø0.50 Clear Aperture
0.535"-40 Thread
(SM05 Compatible)
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Specifications 

POLARIS-K1PZ 
Optic Specifications 

Optic Size Ø1" (Ø25.4 mm)
Optic Thickness (Min) 0.08" (2 mm)
Optic Mounting Torque 6 to 10 oz-in for 6 mm Thick Optics (Recommended) 
Beam Deviation after 
Temperature Cyclinga 

<3 µrad 

Adjuster Specifications 

Angular Range 
Mechanical: ±5°
Piezo: >500 µrad 

Angular Resolution Mechanical: ~7 mrad/rev
Piezo: ~0.5 µrad for a 0.1 V Stepb 

Adjusters 
Manually Adjustable 100 TPI Screws with Integrated 

Piezoelectric Elements and Matched Actuator/Body Pairs 
(3 Screws Total) 

Piezo Control Voltage 0 to 150 V
Piezo Connectors Male SMB (Three SMB-to-BNC Cables Included) 

Physical Specifications 
Mounting Two #8 (M4) Counterbores at 90°

Vacuum Compatibility 
10-5 Torr at 20 °C 

Epoxy Meets Low Outgassing Standards NASA ASTM E595, 
Telcordia GR-1221 

Operating Temperature -25 to 85 °C
a. While the POLARIS-K1PZ was physically disconnected from its piezo controller (zero bias), the ambient 

temperature was increased by 15 °C, then allowed to return to room temperature. 
b. Measured by incrementing and decrementing the voltage applied by a TPZ001 controller in 0.1 V steps. 

Hysteresis Curves 

   

Ø1" Polaris Mirror Mount 
with Piezoelectric Actuators 

POLARIS-K1PZ
Mirror Sold Separately
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Optic Installation 

Ensure that there is no grease, dirt, or dust in the optic bore or on the optic itself.  
Remove any particulates with compressed air and/or clean with acetone or methanol. With 
the mount oriented at ~45° so that it stands on its corner adjuster, place the optic into the bore. 
Lightly tap the edge of the faceplate with the plastic handle of a balldriver. This will adjust the optic’s 
position so that it makes the correct contact with the two contact lines and the locating lip. Finally, use a ball 
driver or hex key to engage the optic retaining screw, preferably to the specific torque. 

Since the mirror expands at a different rate than the mounting mechanism, it is essential to hold the optic firmly 
in place. A torque of 6 to 10 oz‐in (0.375 to 0.675 lb‐in; 0.04 to 0.07 N•m) applied to the optic’s mounting 
setscrew produces optimal results for a 6 mm thick mirror (use Thorlabs’ TD24 Torque Wrench). Furthermore, 
when tightening the Polaris mount to a Ø1" post, a torque of 14 to 16 lb‐in (1.6 to 1.8 N•m) is optimal and 
minimizes the mount’s slippage due to temperature changes (use Thorlabs’ TD75 Torque Wrench).  

Usage Tips 

General Usage Tips 
1) Match Materials: Due to its relatively low coefficient of thermal expansion, 303 stainless steel was 

chosen as the material from which to fabricate the Polaris mount. When mounting the POLARIS‐K1PZ, 
we recommend using components fabricated from the same material. 

2) Use a Wide Post: The Polaris’ performance is optimized for use with a Ø1" RS series post. These posts 
provide two planes of contact with the mount, which help confine the bottom of the mount during 
variations in the surrounding temperature, thereby minimizing potential alignment issues. 

3) Mount an Optic only when the Mount is out of a Setup: Since an optic is prone to movement within its 
mounting bore, all optics should be mounted with the Polaris out of the setup to ensure accurate 
mounting that will minimize misalignment effects. 

4) Front Plate’s Position: To achieve the best performance, it is recommended that the front plate be kept 
as parallel as possible to the back plate. This ensures the highest stability of the adjustments. 

5) Mount as Close to the Table’s Surface as Possible: To minimize the impact of vibrations and 
temperature changes, it is recommended that your setup have as low of a profile as possible. Using 
short posts will reduce the Y‐axis translation caused by temperature variations and will minimize any 
movements caused by vibrations. 

6) Polish and Clean the Points of Contact: We strongly recommend that the points of contact between the 
mount and the post, as well as the post and the table, are clean and free of scratches or defects. For 
best results, we recommend using a polishing stone to clean the table’s surface and a polishing pad 
(Thorlabs Item # LFG1P) for the top and bottom of the post as well as the bottom of the mount. 

 
Piezo Usage Tips 

1) Mount on a Ceramic Pedestal Post: Thorlabs’ Ø1" pillar posts can be secured to a ceramic pedestal post 
(Thorlabs Item # RS05PC) for increased thermal and electrical isolation. The glass‐mica ceramic insulates 
the Polaris mount from the optical table or breadboard, preventing potential electrical loops from 
forming that can increase the noise seen by the piezo connector and lead to beam drift. 

2) Disconnect Unused Channels: If active stabilization of a given axis is not needed, then it is not necessary 
to connect the unused axis to a piezoelectric controller. Any noise on the electrical connection may 
cause an undesired movement in the beam. 
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3) Connect Cables only when Power Supply is Off: The piezoelectric 
 stacks may be irreversibly damaged by abrupt changes in the applied 
voltage. In order to prevent such damage, ensure that the power supply is off 
before connecting the SMB cable. 

4) Use Gentle Voltage Steps: Abrupt charging or discharging of the piezoelectric actuator may 
 cause irreversible damage to the piezo. 

5) Stay within the 0 ‐ 150 V Control Voltage Range: Applying voltages less than 0 V (negative voltages) or 
greater than 150 V may cause irreversible damage to the piezo. 

6) Handle with Care: Piezoelectrics are ceramic materials, and therefore relatively brittle as compared to 
common optomechanics. Hence, they are sensitive to shock forces. Do not drop the mount or place it in 
a box without protective cushioning.   

 
Not Recommended 

• Do not take the adjusters out of the body as it can cause the threading to be contaminated, greatly 
reducing the mount’s fine adjustment performance. 

• Do not pull the front plate away as it might stretch the springs beyond their operating range, crack the 

sapphire seats, or break the piezoelectric stacks. 
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